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ABSTRACT
 
The present study investigates the relationship between
 
need for dominance with assertiveness and cooperativeness as
 
conflict management styles at the individual and. group
 
levels. The study was conducted in two sessions. In the
 
first session, sixty one subjects were given the Manifest .
 
Needs Questionnaire (Need for Dominance) and the Thomas-, ,
 
Kilmann MODE Instrument., In the second session, subjects
 
were placed into groups based on level of dominance need. . .
 
Each group participated in a group conflict situation.
 
Subjects were then ,given a revised version of the Thdmas-

Kilmann MODE Instrument (for groups) in order to assess the
 
conflict style of the group. They were also asked to rate
 
their, personal conflict style by utilizing an assertiveness
 
and cooperativeness measure. Subjects were then rotated into
 
groups of mixed dominance levels and identical procedures
 
were applied. As hypothesized, dominance was positively
 
correlated with assertiveness as a conflict management
 
style, at the individual level. No relationship was found
 
between dominance and.cooperativeness at the individual
 
level. No hypothesized relationships were found at the „
 
group level (for both homogeneous and mixed dominance
 
groups). Implications of the results, limitations of the
 
study, as well as future recommendations, are discussed.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
 
Introduction
 
The last two decades have witnessed the rise of
 
conflict management as a major organizational behavior
 
research area. Behavioral researchers are. intrigued with ^
 
small group conflict and" have attempted to identify critical
 
variables associated with high quality.solutions According
 
to Wall, Galanes, and Love .(1987) the presence or absence.of
 
conflict and the style of conflict management are but some
 
variables considered important in helping us understand
 
processes in problem-solving groups that lead to high .
 
quality solutions. However, little has been established,in
 
conflict research by way of group composition.
 
Conflict management styles have been traditionally
 
approached from a perspective that emphasizes individual
 
level constructs and processes. For example, Blake and
 
Mouton (1984) address the significance of differential
 
personal orientations or styles in the resolution of
 
conflict. Others have questioned the connection between an .
 
individual's personality and style of handling conflict
 
(Baron, 1989; Bell & Blakeney, 1977; Jones & Melcher, 1982).
 
Research has addressed the question of how interpersonal
 
conflict is managed when a situation involves individuals
 
who want to dominate or compete, ra.ther than cooperate.
 
This is demonstrated with leaders' or managers'
 
authoritarian disposition for a need to control and their
 
method of handling conflict (Kipnis, Schmidt, & Braxston-

Brown, 1991). Furthermore, some studies reported.a
 
significant relationship between dominance and the tendency
 
to assume a leadership role in groups (Smith & Cook, 1973;
 
Megaree, 1969). However, this relationship is not well-

established in the conflict management arena, especially in
 
the area of small group conflicts. For this reason, need
 
for dominance in conflict situations itself warrants further
 
examination.
 
The researchers in this area believe the knowledge of
 
what leads individuals to favor and select one way of
 
handling conflict over others has great practical and , .
 
theoretical value. The present study will attempt to extend
 
this construct further by finding support for this
 
relationship at the individual level and examining the
 
transferability of these constructs to the group level. In
 
particular, I will use this perspective to derive hypptheses
 
that relate individual personality characte-ristics to ,
 
conflict management styles and.their applicability to
 
groups. Few,, if any, studies to date examine the
 
transferability of this relationship to. a.group conflict
 
situation. Thus, a major purpose of this study is to
 
consider how these relationships apply.to groups in hopes
 
that this study contributes to a better understanding of
 
conflict management and,group processes.
 
Definition of Conflict
 
Conflict has been defined in various ways dependihg on
 
the context in which it occurs. - For. example, ..Jean :{19.951y
 
defined intragroup conflict as "perceived perceptions by the
 
parties involved that they hold discrepant vieiivS . or hhve
 
ihterpersonal iheongtuitles." Wall and NOlah ■ (19-86) 
differentiated between relationship-focused people, conflicts 
and conflicts about the substantive content of the, tash.
 
Similarly, Pinhley.11990) defined conflict in terms of task
 
and relationship differentiation. ' ■ ; 
Kelley (1987) provided a taxonomy of conflict into 
three aspects:.. 1) the structure,,. 2) the content(or topie,; ; 
and 3.) the process. The conflict structure distinguishes ■ 
between situatioh .and persons.. Situatioh InciudeS: cohflict 
situatioh, competitive social situation,.. scarce resources,,­
corapetitive marketplaGe,.and conflicting group. Ihterests. ■ 
One focus of the present study involves the person conflict 
Structure in which incompatible differehces,in objectives, . 
eOffipeting desires, and.more specifically, personalities., are 
issues. The second aspect, content. Involves the variety of 
factors that stimulate conflict,, that give.rise to , 
annoyance, and leads to active argument,(Kelley, 1987).
 
This.: concept centers around the communicative aspect of
 
confiiet which consists of, the "disagreement" end (Wall, et
 
al., 1987) of conflict and "interference or disruption."
 
While conflict is inevitable in groups and
 
organizations, perspectives oh the nature.of conflict has
 
differed between .researchers. Based on research in
 
communication (Cdhen, 1992), group interactions (Eisenhardt
 
& Schoonhoven, 1990; and Unger, 1990), and diversity in
 
groups (Watson, Kumar, & Michaelson, 1993) and organizations
 
(Phillips & Cheston; and Rahim, Garrett,. & Buntzman, 1992),
 
conflict can be both beneficial and detrimental .(Wagner,
 
Pfeffer, &. O'Reilly, 1984). Some researchers suggested how
 
a conflict is.managed makes a difference as to whether
 
conflict is productive or destructive (Wall et al, 1987).
 
. Conflict is. harmful if it "escalates beyond, initial
 
causes, takes on a life of its own, drains a group of needed
 
energy, or motivates any of the involved parties to try to
 
destroy the.other" (Wall et al, 1987, p.33).. On the other
 
hand, conflict can be beneficial if it opens up ideas,
 
initiates thought, helps clarify issues,, or prevents a group
 
from arriving at a premature decision. . .For example, Jehn
 
(19-95) addressed the benefits of intragroup conflict and
 
hoted that.conflict could be beneficial depending on the
 
t^e of conflict, and the structure of the group in terms of
 
task type, task interdependence, and group norms. This
 
trend emphasizes the acceptance of conflict as an .
 
organizational phenomenon, and as a result, .a greater
 
concern with how conflict is managed.
 
Conflict Management Styles
 
Dealing with conflict,is a difficult challenge for most
 
people. The literature is abundant with terminology for-

conflict behavior. Although d''style"is usually used, for
 
predisposition (Gonrad, 1991), some use "^''style" as a ,
 
behavioral term (Wall, et al, 1987). .Others refer to
 
.conflict behaviors as.''^strategies"(Conrad, 1991), or '"modes"
 
(Ruble .& Thomas, 1976). In addition to these
 
classifications, taxonomies are often used interchangeably
 
(Nicotera, 1994). For example, early research by Follett
 
(1940),identified, three main approaches for dealing with
 
conflict:; domination, compromise, and integration as well,
 
as, other secondary ways, avoidance and suppression. Still
 
other,researchers classified the modes for handling
 
interpersonal conflict into five types: forcing,
 
withdrawiug, smoothing, . compromising,, and problem solving
 
dBlake & Mouton,,1954). ; This , theme .was refined by Thomas ,.
 
.(1975) who .considered the. intentions of a party
 
(assertiveness and cooperativeness) in classifying the modes
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of handling Gonflict into those five types. The two
 
dimensions that Thomas and Kilmann (1978) refer/to are :
 
defined as 1). assertiyeness, the extent to which the
 
individual attempts to .satisfy his/her own concerns,, and 2)
 
COoperatiVeness, the extent to which the individual attempts
 
to satisfy the other person's concerns. People are
 
classified into the five styles based on which of the five
 
two-dimensiDnal locations on the .grid they psychologically
 
occupy,(Van de Vliert & Kabanof.f, 1990). Thus, the,
 
combination of these two basic dimensions results in five
 
styles of handling conflict (see Figure 1).
 
A ffequently used method of assessihg conflict
 
management, styles is Thomas and Kilmann's (1974) measure.
 
The five modes have been defined by the Thomas-Kilmann
 
Conflict Mode Instrument: (1974). Competing is high on the
 
assertiveness dimension and low on the cooperativeness
 
dimension. An individual pursues his/her own concerns at
 
the other petson's expense. They describe this as a power­
driented mode of managing, cbnflict .dnd, as a result, power
 
is used to,:,argue a point of view, defend a position which an
 
individual believes to .be cofrect/ or , to simply win,. ^^Let's
 
do it my way" is an example of this style (KabanOff, , 1987).
 
Accommodating is low on the assertiveness dimension and
 
high on the cooperativeness dimension. It involves low
 
concern for self and high concern for others because the
 
person plays down the differences and emphasizes
 
commonalties to satisfy the concerns of the other party.
 
This is a self-sacrificing method of.handling conflict and .
 
would mean yielding to another, person's point of view. "I
 
see your point of view" is an example of this orientation
 
(Rabanoff, 1987).
 
Avoiding is low. on both the assertiveness dimension and
 
on the cooperativeness dimension. It involyes a low concern
 
for self as well as for others. It is associated with
 
withdrawal, passing-the-buck, sidestepping situations. It
 
includes keeping disagreements to oneself or staying
 
entirely.away from the conflict situation. .TBotter let the
 
situation cool down before we act" is an .expression,of this. ..
 
mode (Kabanoff, 1987).
 
Collaborating is both high pn ,the assertiveness
 
dimension and high on the cooperativeness dimension. It
 
involves, high concern for self as well as others involved in
 
the., conflict. It is the opposite of avoiding. The
 
.integrating individual is concerned with collaboration
 
betweeh parties to.reach a solution acceptable to both even .
 
if it means .ciigging intO' an issue to identify the underlying
 
conG.erns of the. two . individuals and to find an alternative
 
which meets both sets of cphcernsl It is associated with
 
prbbieiti so.lving^behayiors which^ can lead to; creative
 
solutions (Rabim,. Garret, & Buntzman, 1992). "Maybe we can
 
work this one out" describes the collaborating mode of
 
handling conflict (Kabanoff, 1987).. .
 
Compromising is moderate on both assertiveness and
 
cooperativeness. It is associated with finding a middle
 
course or negotiating a solution by, each/giving in a little
 
to reach a mutual decision or finding some solution that, ,
 
partially satisfies both parties. It falls, on middle ground
 
between competing and accommodating and gives up more than
 
competing but less than accommodating. However, it
 
addresses issues, unlike avoiding but does not explore
 
issues as much as collaborating. For example, "Split the
 
difference" expresses this mode (Kabanoff, 1987).
 
Thomas and Kilmann (1974), recommended that any
 
individual is capable of using all five modes of managing
 
conflict, and no one can be characterized by having a single
 
style of dealing with conflict. , However, some individuals
 
rely on some modes more than others, whether it be a result ,
 
of temperameht or.habit (Thomas,& Kilmann, 1974). When
 
interpreting .the scores, they also mentioned conflict
 
handling choices, may also be a result of a combination of.
 
.
 their personal.predisposition and the requirements of the-

situation.
 
Wall, Galanes, and Love (1987) found mixed research
 
regarding which style is most effective. . The: prevailing
 
assumption supports that a collaborative (or integrative)
 
conflict-management style promotes superior problem solving
 
and higher quality solutions (Deutsch,, 1969;,Thomas, 1976,
 
Lippitt, 1982). Similarly , Thomas (1976) argued for the
 
integrative (win/win) style as oppdsed to the distributive
 
(win/lose) style of conflict resolution. .. According to
 
Thomas, both parties in conflict are more highly motivated
 
to ensure that their own concern, as well as the concerns of
 
the other, are ultimately met in the outcome of the
 
conflicting situation. Based on this concept, communication
 
will generally be more complete,and accurate, issues will be
 
fully explored and a genuine attempt is made to include
 
suggestions from all members of the.parties in the solution
 
(Wall et al, 1987).
 
Seller (1967) adds that facing conflict is more
 
.effective than avoiding it. The problem with avoidance is
 
that individuals try to use it to keep a healthy .
 
relationship, yet it actually undermines a relationship and
 
leads to.distancing and isolating, oneself from others..
 
Continued avoidance often times leads to denial and all its
 
negative effects (Bolto.n, ,1979)'. Therefore, this style of
 
conflict management inevitably guides individuals towards a
 
win-lose situation and ultimately a "lose-lose" situation.
 
A common approach to handling conflict,is competing by
 
imposing one's own solution'on the other person. This
 
solution involves an individual getting his/her way at the
 
offset, but causes relationships to suffer needlessly.
 
Phillips and Cheston (1979),examined the benefits and
 
obstacles of competing,. or in their terms "forcing" to
 
resolve conflict. The benefit of forcing the solution is
 
seen when conflict situations have become delayed. This
 
delay permits the situation to deteriorate, so forcing a
 
solution in this case is more efficient than problem
 
solving. . Although problem solving is the most satisfactory
 
method used among managers,,forcing was used most often.
 
Forcing opens itself up to a perceived lack of fairness from
 
other members involved in the conflict,, yet many managers
 
and supervisors use their power and influence to resolve
 
situations, regardless of the outcome. Finally, the use of
 
a dominating or a competing mode of handling conflict is ;
 
related to the question of whether conflict is productive or
 
destructive with regards to outcome quality (Phillip & ,
 
Cheston, 1979).
 
Since current research and theory acknowledge conflict
 
as something that must be "encouraged, tolerated, and
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creatively channeled into effective problem-solving"
 
(Lippittl 1982,;p.67),. we need to uniierstand what
 
predisposes an individual- to choose .one -conflict management
 
style over others. Stei^nberg and-Soriano (1984)
 
demonstrated that people Seem to have a .preferred and
 
consistent conflict-resolution style across interpersonal,
 
ofganizatiohal, and -international - domains of conflict. They
 
further tested the predictability of conflict resol-Ution
 
preferences with personality and-individual difference
 
inyentories. Terhune {1970) reported that such personality
 
characteristics as a-ggressiveness-, dominance, and
 
auspiciousness te.nded to intensify a conflict, while trust
 
and opeh-mindedness- tended to mitigate conflict. He
 
concluded that'personality effects-were stronger than,
 
situational effects.
 
Need for Dominance and Conflict Management Styles
 
Several- researchers call attention to. the,potential .
 
importance of.: personal characteristic-s or predispositions . in
 
the initi-atioh,- intensity, and persistence of organizational
 
-conflict (Daft,. 1986). Thomas (1976) acknowledged, that
 
behavip-ral tehdencies and personal traits play a role in
 
many conflict episodes-. Additionally, Blake and Mouton
 
(1:984) addressed the significance of differential personal
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orientations or. styles in both the initiation and resolution
 
of conflict.
 
The role of.personal traits or predisppsitions in
 
organizational conflict is supported by a growing body of
 
empirical"evidence. For example, need strengths have been
 
identified as correlates of,conflict management styles.
 
Bell and Blakeney (1977). and Jones and Melcher (1982)
 
investigated four needs,: need for achievement (n Ach), need
 
for affiliation (n Aff), need for dominance (n Dom), and
 
need for aggression (n Agg). Results from Jones and
 
Melcher's study, however, did not support Bell and
 
Blakeney's findings. That is. Bell and Blakeney only found
 
support for the positive relationship.between n.Ach and
 
collaborating, whereas Jones and Melcher did not. In
 
addition, the latter found a positive relationship between n
 
Aff and accommodating and a negative relationship between n
 
Aff and competing.i
 
; Inconsistencies between Bell and Blakeney's (1977) and
 
Jones and Melcher's (1982) findings led Schneer and Chanin ,
 
(1987') to examine the need' strengths and conflict handling
 
modes,more carefully.. Their study attempted to-address the
 
problems of the previous, research by, using a larger sample
 
and by utilizing stronger measurement instruments within a
 
controlled context of conflict. However, only three of the
 
■ 12 ■ 
needs (achieveinent, affiliation, and dominance) were
 
examined due to the past nonsignificance of.findings with
 
aggression. Consistent with Jones and Melcher's findings,
 
the relationship between need for achievement and
 
collaborating was not .supported, nor was achievement related
 
to any of the conflict handling modes. Also, the ,
 
relationship between need for autonomy and avoiding was not
 
supported.. However, a significant positive relationship was
 
found between the need for dominance and competing aS a mode
 
.of conflict management. Individuals with a high need for
 
dominance had a greater tendency to use a competing style of
 
managing conflict. Furthermore,.need for dominance was
 
negatively associated with an accommodating style of .
 
conflict management. Thus, ample justification exists for
 
continued research in this area to further support these
 
findings.
 
Need for Dominance
 
Not surprisingly, need for dominance is a
 
characteristic that has been most demonstrated in the.
 
research among groups as one of the most reliably measured
 
personality characteristic, especially among peer raters
 
(Mudrack, 1993). An individual''s need for dominance has.
 
been studied extensively. This need, similar; to what Murray
 
(.1938) called the dominance motive, has an impact on,others.
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uses control, desires prestige, and has influence over
 
others (Winter, 1973). It also has influence on the
 
relationships with others.. For example, McAdams, Healy, and
 
Krause (1984) examined how the levels of need for power (N
 
Power) correlated strongly with the descriptive content that
 
indicated the subject had taken a controlling and assertive
 
orientation in a peer interaction.
 
Lamude and Scudder (1992) related/personality
 
characteristics of managers to low participative modes of
 
conflict. Their study focused on Type A behavior patterns .
 
of managers .and found,that a strategy of combative, less
 
flexible and.aggressive ffianagement of conflict is related to
 
scores on the measure Of Type-A, behavior. Type-A behavior
 
isvrelated to control-related influence, high levels of
 
competitiveness, time urgency, interpersonal hostility, and
 
unmanageable need for control (Glass, 1983; Lamude &
 
Scudder, 1992). Furthermore, Baron (.1989) demonstrated that
 
Type A's report a higher frequency of conflict with
 
subordinates and are less likely to handle conflicts with
 
other organization members.
 
. Dominance has been examined a great deal in
 
organizatiohal . research. For..example, leadership theories .
 
include need' for power or dominance as one explanation of
 
leh.der emergent behavior . (YukL, 1994). Research on managing
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interpersonal conflict and employees'' participation (Miller
 
& Monge, 1986) demonstrated that controlling,or avoiding
 
controversies reduces integrative solutions that satisfy
 
both organizational members. Witteman (1991) makes a
 
distinction between a cooperative motivational orientation
 
and a dominant one. A person with a cooperative
 
motivational orientation is interested in the welfare of
 
others/ as well as for him/herself, whereas competitive or
 
dominant individuals desire to do better than others, in
 
addition to doing as well,as they can for themselves.
 
Although Witteman's study examined conflict in decision
 
making groups, his perspective was centered on group member
 
satisfaction and perceptions rather than the actual process
 
or impact of individual members' composition on conflict
 
management.
 
A study by Kabanoff (1987) had MBA students complete
 
the .Thomas-Kilmann MODE instrument to look at the
 
relationship of the five conflict management styles and
 
personality. He found that individuals high in the need for
 
control were rated by their classmates.as more competitive
 
and less willing to compromise and scored higher on the
 
competitive aspect of the MODE instrument than those with
 
low need for control. These ratings were based on actual
 
conflict behaviors. Thus, individuals with a high need to
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control or dominate would be high on an,assertiveness
 
continuum and low on a cdoperativeness continuum. Such
 
findings warrant further investigation between need to
 
dominate and actual behavior in conflict.situations.
 
Because conflict-is an. inescapable feature of
 
organizational life, more emphasis should be placed.on.
 
evidence of these results in a social or group context.
 
Perhaps one factor that may influence the individual are
 
group.norms, particularly when issues involve the
 
relationship of. the individual,,to the reference group.. The
 
so-called ''^frog-pond" effect (or the notion that a.-big frog
 
may not act the same in a small pond than it would in a big
 
one) can be avoided if further research investigates
 
aggregate or group level data when studying individual-level
 
constructs (Firebaugh, 1980). In other words,., it is
 
important to assess the transferability of individual
 
constructs to a group situation. .
 
Conflict Management and Group Composition
 
The inevitability of conflict in groups creates
 
exploratory realms for social psychologists to enter.
 
Foulkes and Anthony (1957) commented, ^''The living portrait
 
of the group is most uniformly painted in terms of conflict,
 
which is evident.in every group situation" (p.118). This
 
statement .suggests the salience of conflict in groups. The
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 dynamics of the group adds to the substantiality of the 
interpersonal cohflict in terms■of outcome. . For example, 
Driskell, Hogan, and Salas (1987) suggested looking at the 
impact of individual:variables such as personality on group 
task behavior as one method for studying small group 
performance. Golembiewski (1962) acknowledged the importance 
of personality characteristics in understanding group 
behavior. Furthermore, Catell (1951) . Suggested that 
performance of the group can be predicted based on 
personality factors, "when properly combined with statements 
regarding the structure of the group" (p.180) . 
; The composition of a group plays.a significant role in 
(determining group processes. For instance, the 
compatibility of group members such as its homogeneous 
nature with respect to needs and personality attributes can 
affect group performance. (Shaw, 1981) . George (1990) 
explored persohality, affect, and behavior at the group 
level. Her study was driven, by a theory which suggests that 
people with similar personalities will tend to be attracted 
to, selected by, and retained in a work environment. 
Personality characteristics of the group were related to the 
affective nature (either positive affect or negative affect) 
of the group. ,Ah example of negative affect is when 
individuals tend to feel nervous, tense, anxious, worried. 
17 
 upset, and distiressed and view the world around them,
 
themselves, and anything ambiguous, negativelY (George,
 
1990)., She found,,a,relationship between the affective tone
 
of a group and group,behaviors, more specifically, negative
 
affective tone, was negatively correlated with the group ;
 
engaging in prosocial behavior. , ,
 
• Characteristics of group members are essential because
 
the dissimilarities that are likely,to- emerge are influenced
 
by,attributes of individuals who compose the group (Shaw, ,
 
1981). Shaw (1981) referred to Aronoff and Messe's (1971)
 
study, which found that five-person groups composed of
 
members having high safety needs were likely to develop a
 
hierarchical structure, whereas groups Composed.of
 
individuals with high self-esteem needs created equalitarian
 
structures. This demonstrates the formation of structures
 
in groups based on the motivations of their members. The
 
present study explores a similar concept, but instead will
 
investigate need for dominance in a group and the likelihood,
 
of the group to select or prefer a particular structure,in
 
conflict situations.
 
Despite the growing number of studies on, the dynamics'
 
of groups, the analysis of a group as,a unit with regards to
 
mode of conflict management is not always ,apparent. In
 
other words,, there is not a, direct source demonstrating a
 
 group's preference or tendency towards a single conflict
 
management behavior as a result of the personality
 
Composition of group members. One purpose of this paper is
 
to explore this void. , .
 
The present investigation was designed to extend
 
previous research on conflict management in three ways.
 
First, it will examine the impact of an individual,'s
 
disposition toward a need for dominance on the likelihood of
 
a particular mode of conflict resolution style. Second, it
 
will investigate the transferability of this, construct to
 
the.group level, and finally it will explore methods of
 
measuring this phenomena in group conflict situations
 
involving both high and low need.for dominance individuals.
 
Based on research and theory regarding need for dominance as
 
a personality characteristic, need fpu dominance is expected
 
to correlate strongly with conflict styles that are
 
assertive and uncooperative in nature. More specifically, .
 
five hypotheses are listed in the following section.
 
HYPOTHESES
 
At the Individual level
 
; Hypothesis 1: need for.dominance will be positively
 
correlated with an assertive style of handling conflict
 
(I.e., taking on ;a more competing rather than an .
 
accommodating style). ;
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Hypothesis 2: need for dominance will be negatively
 
correlated,with a cooperative style of handling conflict
 
. (i..e., taking on an accommodating rather than a.competing
 
style).
 
Based-on Blake and Mouton's. (1964) two-dimensional
 
matrix, the furthest on the assertiveness dimension is a
 
competing style of. handling conflict and the furthest on the
 
cooperative dimension is an accommodating style of handling
 
conflict. Therefore, high need for dominance individuals
 
will be more likely to choose a competing style of.handling
 
conflict whereas low need for dominance individuals will
 
choose an accommodating style of handling conflict.
 
Furthermore, it is,expected that this.nelationship (i.e.,
 
need for dominance predisposition at the individual level .
 
and mode of co.nf1let management)style). will transfer to the
 
group: level. Therefore, the following hypotheses are .
 
given.
 
At the Group Level:
 
Hypothesis 3: . g'roups composed of/high, n dominance
 
individuals will be more likely to take on an assertive,
 
style of handling conflict than low n dominance groupsi
 
Specifically, need for dominance groups will be positively
 
correlated with an assertive style,of handling conflict..
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Hypothesis 4: groups composed of low u dominance
 
individuals, will be more likely to take on a cooperative
 
style'of handling conflict than high n dominance groups.
 
Specifically, need for dominance will be negatively
 
correlated with cooperativeness.
 
METHOD
 
Svihjects
 
A total of 51 undergraduate and graduate psychology
 
majors and employees from a large: utility organization
 
participated in the study. Each subject was assigned into
 
two Separate' groups (one'that was homogeneous in dominance
 
and one that was heterogeneous in dominance) with a total of
 
16 homogeneous groups and 16 heterogeneous groups comprised
 
of three to four individuals. Of the sample, 17 "were males
 
and 43 were females age ranging from 18 to 51 years old.
 
Other demographic information included ethnicity: 62%
 
White, 12.1% African American, 3.4% Asian American, 15.5% ,
 
Hispanic, and 3.4% Other. As little exists by way of, power
 
analysis for groups, a goal was set to have 15 high
 
dominance groups and 15 low dominance groups. This estimate
 
was, based on a pilot study which demonstrated the
 
appropriate N size for groups in a similar design (Gilbert &
 
Babasa, 1996). However, an n size of eight high groups and
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eight low groups was achieved as a result of a shortage in
 
the subject pool.
 
Measures
 
Need for Dominance
 
The need for dominance was measured with the Manifest
 
Needs Questionnaire (MNQ), a 20-item- instrument intended to
 
measure the needs for achievement, affiliation, autonomy,
 
and dominance in work settings based on Murray's need
 
theories. Reliabilities for the subscales are. considered
 
less than optimal, with the exception of dominance. Need
 
for dominance has been found to be both reliable and valid
 
(Chusmir, 1988). Only the five need for dominance items of
 
the MNQ was used in the present study. The remaining 15
 
items were retained as distracters (see Appendix A for
 
items). Internal reliabilities for the five items yielded
 
an alpha of .73.
 
As a validity check on the MNQ, another measure of
 
dominance was included to ensure that the MNQ was working.
 
The 10-±tem need'for dominance subscale from Jackson's
 
Personality Research Form was used (see Appendix A for
 
items). Internal reliabilities for this scale was. lower
 
than the MNQ with alpha at .63.
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Conflict Styles at the Individual Level
 
Several instruments have been developed to measure an
 
individual's preference for the five conflict resolution
 
styles (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Hall, 1969) However,/
 
research by Thomas and Kilmann (1973, 1975) suggested that:
 
many of these instruments are heavily influenced by social
 
desirability of.the conflict handling mode and their , .
 
wording. Therefore:, they developed the Management of
 
Difference Exercises (MODE) which is an ipsative
 
questionnaire found to have high reliabilities and is
 
designed to "differentiate between specific intentions/for.
 
handling conflict'" (Thomas and Kilmann, 1978, p.1144 - see .
 
Appendix A for scale). The items in this scale can be used
 
to either identify which mode of conflict management each :
 
individual selects .over other modes or as an assessment of
 
assertiveness and cooperativeness. The present study uses
 
the measure to identify assertiveness and cooperativeness.
 
These two dimensions are the core means of identifying the
 
five conflict modes .(see Figure 1). Internal.reliabilities
 
for the assertiveness measure yielded an alpha of .72.
 
Internal reliabilities for the cooperativeness measure
 
yielded an alpha of .74.
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Conflict Styles at the Group Level
 
A revised version of the MODE scale was used to reflect
 
responses of individuals based on the entire group's mode of
 
conflict management. Each item reflected the individual's
 
perception of the group. For example, "In general,
 
individuals in the group tried to win their position" or "In
 
general, members of the group attempted to get all concerns
 
and issues immediately out in the open",(see Appendix C for
 
scale). Reliabilities for the group assertiveness measure
 
yielded an alpha of .71. Reliabilities for the group
 
cooperativeness measure was relatively lower than the
 
assertiveness measure yielding an alpha of .62.
 
Independent Raters
 
Two independent raters were recruited to observe the
 
groups in the second session. Each rater was assigned to,
 
one group at a time. The raters used a 6-point Likert scale
 
to assess each,member of the group on assertiveness and a
 
similar scale to measure them on cooperativeness (see
 
Appendix B). The raters also assessed the degree of
 
conflict present, within the group on a Likert scale with 1
 
representing low level of conflict present in the group and
 
6 representing a high level of conflict present in the group
 
(see Appendix B).
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The purpose of having the raters was three-fold. First
 
of all, the data from the rater provided level of conflict
 
initiated in the groups, allowihg us to capture the,variance
 
in conflict. Secondly, the measure of conflict intensity
 
assessed the validity.of the induced conflict scenarios as a
 
manipulation check. Finally, data from.the rater provided
 
us with ratings of each group member's conflict management
 
style on an ass.ertiveness/cooperatiyehess dimension after
 
each,group discussion,. ,
 
Participant Ratings,:
 
in addition to, the Thomas-Kilmann MODE Group scale,
 
participants, were given cL ,6-point .Likert .scale (same as
 
raters) to assess each group member and themselves on
 
assertiveness.and cooperativeness after.each discussion (see
 
Appendix C). The purpose of this was ,to test consistency .
 
.between the.iridependent ratings, peer ratings, and self
 
ratings. The reliability analysis yielded interrater .
 
reliability for assertiveness in the -homogeneous groups (a =
 
.71), reliability for cooperativeness in the hoitiogeneous
 
groups (a = .65), reliability for assertiveness in the ,
 
heterogeneous groups (a = .59), and .teliability for
 
cooperativeness in the heterogeneous groups (a = .55). The
 
measures' reliabilities were relatively lower for
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heterogeneous groups, particularly for cooperativeness,
 
which could potentially impact the final results.
 
Satisfaction Measures
 
Additionally, a group satisfaction questionnaire was
 
included (see Appendix C for items). Group members were
 
asked, to think about the group they had participated in and
 
to respond to how satisfied they were with various aspects
 
of the group. Reliability analysis for the group
 
satisfaction scale was (a = .82) for the homogeneous groups,
 
and (a = .86) for the heterogeneous groups. Generally, all
 
measures are acceptable and meet Nunnally's (1967) .50 or
 
above criterion.
 
Procedure
 
The data for this study was collected in two sessions.
 
During the first session, subjects were given a ,
 
questionnaire to assess their level of need for dominance.
 
This . portion;.took approximately 5-10 minutes. Based on the
 
results of the- first session, subjects were scheduled to
 
return for the second session where they were assigned into
 
groups. The second session took approximately 1 hour.
 
Session 1: Relationship between dominance and conflict
 
management at the individual level.
 
Subjects were given the Manifest Needs Questionnaire.
 
(MNQ Dominance) and Jackson's Personality Research Form
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(PRF). Dominance Scale to assess their level of dominance
 
need. They.were also given the Thomas-Kilmann MODE
 
instrument.
 
Session 2: Relationship.between dominance and conflict
 
management style at. the gro.up level
 
Participants were placed either into, groups of three or
 
four high ."need for dominance" individuals or into groups of
 
three or four low "need,for dominance" individuals based on
 
their scores on the MNQDominance scale. The criterion for
 
the. assignment into groups was. based on a median of 4.2
 
taken from past studies which used the MNQ Dominance scale
 
(Steers & Braunste.in, 197-6). The group was given a scenario
 
in which a debate type forum was applied (see Appendix D).
 
Group members were asked to come up with a solution for a
 
controversial dilemma and each member of the group was given
 
a position on the issue in which they argued for. For
 
example, one scenario posed.a controversial issue involving
 
membership into an "all male" club. The dilemma included
 
other complex issues and positiohS, on each issue. This
 
required each group member to play devil's advocate, but
 
were also asked to work together,in, order to resolve the
 
issue. The scenario instructed the group members to discuss
 
the conflict together as a "committee" or "decision making
 
team." Following the discussions, each individual was given
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the Thomas Kilmann MODE instrument (revised for group) to
 
get an assessment of the group's conflict resolution style.
 
Additionally, they were asked to rate each member and
 
themselves on the assertiveness and cooperativeness scale.
 
The same individuals were then rotated into
 
heterogeneous groups of different group membership.
 
Identical procedures (such as that' used with the homogeneous
 
groups) were used. However, a different scenario was given
 
to each group. Scenarios were counterbalanced for each
 
group in the study.
 
RESULTS
 
Means, descriptives, skewness, and kurtbsis statistics
 
for individual level analyses are reported (see Table 1).
 
Means, descriptives, skewness, and kurtosis for group level,
 
data are reported (see Table 2). Normality was tested using
 
an imposed normal curve and a review of the skewness and
 
kurtosis statistic. All variables appear to be normally
 
distributed. The mean of 3.5 on a scale of. 1 to .6,
 
indicates intensity of conflict was, moderately present among
 
the grottps.
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 Table 1
 
Means^ Standard Deviations^ Variance^ Skewness^ and
 
Kurtosls for Individual Level Data
 
K iiiiiiiiiiiiii; SD iiSiiliiiiiliiliiiiiSiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
 
MNQ 61 1.02 1.04 -.41 .03
 
PRF 61 15.18 2.33 5.45 -.07 .03
 
TK - Assertiveness 61 25.10 7.14 ; :;:5;0;^9:6 : .50 -.43
 
TK - Cooperativeness 61 28.79 5.97 -.17 -.55
 
Assertive Measure of
 
Individuals in the
 
Homogeneous Groups:
 
Rater 61 4.03 1.51 2.27 -.39 -.96
 
Peers 60 4.47 1.09 1.18 -.89 .77
 
Self 58 4.66 1.15 1.32 -1.01 .97
 
Cooperative Measure
 
of Individuals in
 
the Homogeneous
 
Groups: ^ . 61 3.87 1.41 1.98 .06 -1.00
 
Rater 60 4.13 1.09 1.18 -.03 -.80
 
Peers 57 4.39 1.28 1.63 -.40 -.47
 
Self
 
Table 2
 
Means, Standard Deviation^ Variance^ Skewness^ and
 
Kurtosls for Aggregate Level Data
 
liilisiiiiilililiiHiSill; SD iiiiiiiiliiiii Kurtosis
 
MNQ 32 4.35 .62 .39 -.10 -.87
 
v.PRF;;7;V ■ . 32 15.18 1.39 1.94 -.09 -.93 
Measure of Group 
Assertiveness: 32 1.21 .14 1.9 -1.07 .70 
Measure of Group 
Cooperativeness: 32 .86 .18 3.3 .40 -.73 
Conflict Intensity; 32 3.56 1.47 2.17 -.26 -.65 
Group Member 
Satisfaction: ''32.. ■ .3'>-41:"':.^ .63 .40 .07 
Due to the nature of the data between individual and
 
group level, some analysis are run at the aggregate level,
 
thus n sizes' change based on the level of measure for each
 
of the analyses. For this reason, n size will be reported
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for each analysis. The aggregate data was created by taking
 
the means of each group.
 
Intercorrelations for the selected variables at the
 
individual level (N = 61) were computed (see Table 3).
 
Correlational analysis revealed a strong inverse
 
relationship between assertiveness and cooperativeness as a
 
personal conflict style (r = -.61, p = .00; N = 61) which
 
demonstrates the polarity of the two measures. As a check
 
on the validity of the MNQ dominance scale, the PRF measure, ,
 
was included in the analyses. Correlational analyses
 
revealed a positive.relationship between the MNQ scale and
 
the PRF scale (r = .56, p.= .00; N = 61). Although the PRF
 
displayed significant correlations with most variables that
 
were related to the MNQ, the .reason for using the MNQ was
 
justified from past literature for it's strong validity and
 
reliability (Medcof, 1990).
 
Significant positive correlations were found between an
 
individual's rating of personal conflict management style
 
(T-K individual level conflict style) on assertiveness and
 
ratings of the individual's assertiveness during the group
 
exercises given by the rater (r .47, p.< .01), self rating
 
(r .34, p < .01), and group members (r = .31, p < .05) in
 
homogeneous groups. A relationship was also found with
 
assertiveness ratings given by the rater ..(.r = .33, p < .01)
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 and self ratings (r = .37, p < .01) in heterogeneous groups.
 
However, no relationship was found between an individual's
 
rating of personal conflict on cooperativeness and ratings
 
given by raters, self ratings, and peers in either
 
homogeneous or heterogeneous groups. This indicates
 
convergent validity between the measures of assertiveness,
 
but demonstrates a disconnect between the responses given at
 
the individual level and ratings for each individual at the
 
group level on cooperativeness.
 
Intercorrelatibns were used to assess the variance
 
occurring within the groups in comparison to , the variance
 
occurring between the groups (Kenny & LaVoi, 1985). A high
 
interclass correlations suggests there is strong agreement
 
within the groups. Interclass correlations demonstrated that
 
individuals in the homogeneous groups (N = 61) were
 
responding consistently on assertiveness (ICC = .39, p
 
=.002), cooperativeness (ICC = .67, p = .000), and group
 
satisfaction (ICC = .42, p- .001). Similarly, interclass,
 
correlations demonstrated with heterogeneous group members
 
(N = 61) were in.agreement with assertiveness (ICC = .28, p
 
= .010), cooperativeness (ICC = .44, p = .000), and group
 
satisfaction (ICC = .25, p = .02).
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 Table 3 
Intercorrelations for individual level data 
-p.5 10 11 
MNQ -Dom 1.00 -
PRF - Dom .56** 1.00 -
T-K Individual's .60** .46** 1.00 
Assertive 
T-K Individual's -.18 -.04 -.61** 1.00 
Cooperative 
Rater's rating .26* .34** .47** ~ 1.00 
Assertive-HOM .41** 
Rater's rating .10 .31* .08 .15 -.16 1.00 ~ 
U) 
K) 
Cooperative-HET 
Self rating 
Assertive-HOM 
.24 .37 .34** -.22 .38** .11 1.00 
' 
Self rating -.07 -.11 -.05 .07 -.29* .39** .04 1.00 
Cooperative-HOM• 
Peer rating .31* .30* .32* -.17 .49** .11 .58** .02 
1.00 
-
Assertive-HOM 
Peer rating -.14 -.02 -.26* .21 -.23 .40** -.08 .38** .11 
1.00 
-
Cooperative-HOM 
Rater's rating .27* .27* .33** -.12 .54** .03 .18 -.01 .34** 
.06 1.00 
Assertive-HET 
Rater's rating .11 .10 .17 -.13 .08 .25* .16 -.02 .18 
.28* -.03 1.00 
Cooperative-HET 
Self rating .27* .41** .37** -.23 .36** .24 .28* -.06 
.25 .07 .33* .04 1.00 
. Assertive-HOM 
Self rating -.06 .08 -.09 -.03 -.07 .15 .09 .28* 
-.11 .09 -.10 .19 -.10 1.00 
Cooperative-HET 
Peer rating .14 .23 .11 .37** -.01 .21 .09 
.31* .07 .39*< -.12 .34* -.06 1.00 
Assertive-HET 
Peer rating .11 .09 .02 -.05 -.08 .02 -.04 
.12 -.14 .15 -.07 .34** -.07 .38** -.07 1.00 
Test of Hypotheses
 
As predicted, a positive correlation was found between
 
need for dominance and assertiveness as a conflict
 
management style (r = .60, p = .00; N = 61). This result
 
indicates the higher the need for dominance, the greater the
 
preference for using an assertive style of managing
 
conflict. However, the second hypothesis was not supported.
 
A significant.relationship was not found between dominance
 
and cooperativeness (x = -.18, p = .17; N = 61) (see Table
 
3).
 
Participants were placed into high or low need for
 
dominance groups based on their scores on the MNQ.
 
Participants who scored below the mean criterion of 4.2 were
 
placed in the low need for dominance group and those above
 
the criterion were placed in a high need for dominance
 
group. The criterion was taken from Steers and Braunstein
 
(1976) on the validity of the MNQ. The median for the MNQ
 
for the present study was 4.4 and scores ranged from 1.8 to
 
6.6. However, analyses for the group level correlations
 
were not conducted in a dichotomized (high/low) fashion.
 
The distinction between high and low was made in order to
 
have a full range of dominance levels across a continuum.
 
High and low need for dominance individuals were combined
 
into a single data set in order to achieve a dominance
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continuum. Additionally, conflict management scores were
 
aggregated at the group level resulting in an N of 32
 
groups. The median for the MNQ at the aggregate level was
 
4.4 and scores ranged from, 3.2 to 5.5. By using this method
 
of analysis, the group as a single unit is taken into
 
account rather than assessing individual scores to represent
 
00

the group,. This shows a true reflection of the group as a
 
whole thus allowing an examination of the transferability of
 
o

the hypothesized relationship ato the individual level to the
 
group level. However, as seen, in Table 4, no significant
 
correlations were found between the groups' need for
 
dominance with either assertiveness (r = .06, p = .74; n =
 
32) or cooperativeness (r = -.09, p = .64; n , = 32 ).
 
Table 4
 
Intercorrelatlons for Aggregate Level Data
 
iiiiiiiiiiJiiiiii iljliiiiiliiiiiii 
1. MNQ ~ Dom 1.00 -
2. PRF - Dom .71^^ -
3. Group Assertiveness .06, -.16 1.,00 
4. Group Cooperativeness -.09 .07 -.80*^ 
5. Group Satisfaction .18 ^ 44** -.62** .75** 1.00 
6. Irxtensity of Conflict .07 .12 -.36* -.26 1.00 
Additional Analyses
 
To further explore other relationships, additional
 
correlations were conducted. The relationship between need
 
for dominance (MNQ) and group member satisfaction in
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homogeneous and heterogeneous groups yielded no significant
 
relationship^ ir , p = .62; N =;.57|.and;::x(r;: E ~
 
.92; If = SO) respectively.
 
Correlations were conducted between the intensity of
 
conflict (i.e., conflict present in the group as perceived
 
by the rater) and the group's assertiveness (r = .36, p = ^
 
.05; n = 32) and cooperativeness (r = -.36, p = .05; n =
 
32). As one would expect, this relationship shows that
 
intensity of conflict increases as assertiveness of the
 
group increases and intensity of conflict decreases as
 
cooperativeness of the group increases. The relationship
 
betweien group; satisfaction and the group's
 
assertiveness/cooperativeness was also assessed. A positive
 
correlation was.found between group member satisfaction and
 
cooperativeness:of; tiie gnoup (r = .7:5,; ;p = .;0 - 32).. . A^^
 
negative relationship was found between group member
 
satisfaction and assertiveness (r = -.62, p = .01; n = 32).
 
This indicates that the more cooperative and less assertive
 
the group was, the more satisfied individuals were with
 
their group.
 
In order to compare intensity of conflict based on the
 
manipulation (conflict scenarios) t-test statistics-were
 
utilized. Comparisdhs between scenarios yielded no
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significant differences on intensity of conflict between the
 
scenarios (t = .85, p= .40) (see Appendix E).
 
In order to compare homogeneous groups with
 
heterogeneous groups on intensity of conflict and on group
 
member satisfaction, t-tests statistics were utilized.
 
Comparisons yielded no significant differences on intensity
 
of conflict and no significant difference on group
 
satisfaction (see Appendix F).
 
In order to compare homogeneous and heterogeneous
 
groups on level of assertiveness and cooperativeness, t-

tests were used. Comparisons on both measures yielded no
 
significant differences between homogeneous and
 
heterogeneous groups (see Appendix G).
 
In order to compare high, low, and mixed need for
 
dominance groups on assertiveness and cooperativeness,
 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistics were used. Results
 
indicated no significant differences between the high, low,
 
and mixed groups on assertiveness (F = .35, p = .70) and
 
cooperativeness (F= .13, p = .88).
 
DISCUSSION
 
In this study we sought to extend previous research on
 
conflict management, that is, the relationship between an
 
individual's need for dominance and the preference for
 
choosing a particular style of handling conflict. Another
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purpose was to investigate the transferability of this
 
relationship to the group level.. The findings of the study
 
support one out of the four hypothesized relationships. The
 
positive relationship between need for dominance and
 
assertiveness was supported indicating that the higher the
 
need for dominance, the greater the preference for an
 
assertive approach for handling conflict. However, the
 
predicted inverse relationship between need for dominance
 
and cooperativeness as a conflict management style was not .
 
supported nor were the hypothesized relationships between
 
the need for dominance and conflict management styles at the
 
group level.
 
Two explanations warrant further investigation. One
 
plausible explanation is the issue of measurement. One
 
caveat when interpreting this relationship (or lack of a
 
relationship) is the relatively low reliabilities of the
 
cooperativeness measure. It is difficult to test true
 
relationships between cooperativeness and the other
 
variables with low confidence in the reliability of the
 
measure. However, a compelling explanation for not finding
 
a relationship.between cooperativeness and the other
 
variables is that of substantive differences. Although
 
identified a measurement problem, substantive differences
 
may lie within the construct itself. For instance.
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cooperative behavior may have been more difficult to observe
 
than assertive behavior. Cooperativeness seems to exist
 
more in the situation that is occurring (e.g., interaction
 
in the group), whereas assertiveness exists in the
 
individual.(e.g., a forceful or aggressive individual). For
 
example, during the conflict situations, a participant may
 
have viewed the entire group as cooperative because they are
 
contributing to the discussion, sharing their thoughts and
 
ideas, and presenting their arguments. However, they may
 
not have viewed one particular individual (including
 
themselves) as cooperative, but rather they saw it in the
 
context they were participating in. In contrast, an
 
assertive individual is much easier to identify and rate
 
because of assertive behavior that the individual displays
 
in the group. The reaptions of an assertive individual or
 
group member is much more salient than that of a cooperative
 
individual. As the result indicates, assertiveness had
 
stronger reliabilities, as well as correlations, with other
 
variables than did cooperativeness.
 
Additional analyses revealed an expected strong inverse
 
relationship between an individual's assertive conflict
 
management style and their cooperative conflict management
 
style. This demonstrates the distinctness between the
 
assertiveness/cooperativeness dimensions of the Thomas­
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Kilinann MODE instrinfient . ■Alsa: found Wa,s a feiationship ; 
between intensity of eonfltct^a^ group's 
asserti'V'eness/GOOperafiveness Gbnfiict management style0 
Interisity of GonfliGt was percelVed^a^ greater among more 
assertiye groups and perGeiyed less among . Go.operative 
groups. Not " surprisingly, the relationsliip betwe'en group 
member ,satisfaGtion and the group's t . 
.assertiveness/GopperativenesSi revealed, thaf ihdividua.ls were 
more satisfied with groups .that .t/ere more, Gooperative in: 
managing GonfliGt, and less satisfie.ci of the groups that, were 
assertive in managihg oonflict i; V Pood : {108.0) ; also, found, that 
when all. 'meinbers: of a small, grpup, had eqnal. impaGt on a , 
deoision, the result, was 'higher satisfaGtion. ' Thus, when 
group members worked Gopperatively,. they were' more satisfied 
.with their groups.' : . ' 
The; ratio betw'een:. the effeots withir the group and the; 
.effects between groups demonstrated a siqrifiGant:amount'of 
varianoe ncGountdd ;f.pr^^by/theygroups i.; ■ iThis. indiGates' ■ that' 
individuals .within.;their, groups were sponding. Gonsistently 
. to . how they perGeived the,; , ass.ertiveness - and copperatiyeness v 
of their ;grpup, and / their leyel 'of group . satisfactidni^ Thus. ; 
responses and: perceptions:., may be situationaiiy driyen -by ; v 
what was happening in the; group rather than the personality 
of' the indiyiduais. :ihdiyid:uals for,/exanbie/ in /a high . 
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dominance group, were responding consistently with each
 
other on the measures of assertiveness, cooperativeness, and
 
satisfaction regardless of what their own individual level
 
of dominance was.
 
Comparison statistics on several variables yielded no
 
significant differences. When comparing the conflict
 
scenarios ("Membership has its Privileges") and ("Your
 
Friend the,Embezzler"), there was no difference in the level
 
of conflict. This indicates that both scenarios, are
 
producing similar levels of conflict intensity among the
 
groups. However, level of conflict did not differ
 
significantly between homogeneous groups and heterogeneous
 
groups.
 
A higher level of conflict was anticipated for the
 
homogeneous (high need for dominance) groups. Perhaps one
 
explanation for this non-significance is a result of
 
measurement issues which can be accounted for in a few ways.
 
For example, during the group exercises, there were a few
 
instances in which very assertive (dominant) behavior of
 
individuals was apparent in the low need for dominant
 
groups. Therefore, one can speculate that either 1) those
 
individuals in the low dominance group were placed in the
 
wrong group, or 2) behavior in an actual group was not
 
consistent with the individual scores on the Manifest Needs
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Questionnaire (Need for Dominance). Since individuals were
 
assigned to their respective need for dominance group based
 
on the Manifest Needs Questionnaire alone, the observations
 
of some groups would lead me to believe that the criterion
 
for separating high and low need for dominant individuals
 
must be re-visited. Perhaps, several criteria for
 
assignment into the group is warranted.
 
Another measurement,issue can be accounted for by the
 
conflict rating scale. The level of conflict is measured by
 
both the individuals in the group and the rater. However,
 
only one scale (on a 6-point continuum) measures conflict in
 
the group. Having a single method of measuring conflict may
 
not be enough to get a true assessment of. the intensity of
 
conflict in the groups. In addition, conflict may been
 
interpreted differently from different individuals.
 
Therefore, a caveat must be taken when interpreting conflict
 
intensity in the present study.
 
Although significant relationships between dominance
 
needs and conflict management style were not found at the
 
group level, the attempt made in assessing the transference
 
of individual level constructs to the group was not in vain..
 
The dynamics of the group can impact its members
 
significantly. The most significant contribution of the
 
present study was to establish that conflict can be measured
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at the group level. Moreover, conflict management style of
 
a group can be identified and empirically measured. Perhaps
 
the attempt to capture the transferability of the dominance
 
and conflict management style relationship was not
 
successful due to several limitations.
 
Limitations of the Study
 
As mentioned previously, one potential explanation for
 
the study's nonsignificant findings is its relatively low N
 
size. Response rate was approximately 50% below the
 
expected criteria. Initially, a projected N, of 132 (or 33
 
total groups) was set as the goal of achieving a medium
 
effect size. As there is little or no appropriate N size
 
published for group level data, the sample size estimation
 
was based on Cohen's (1977) power table on individual level
 
data. To reject the probability of the null hypothesis at
 
least about 15%- of the time at the .05 level, it would
 
require an N of about 85 subjects at the individual level
 
(Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). Thus, if this were translated
 
for groups, it would require approximately 85 groups (or 340
 
subjects for the present study). However, because of the
 
relative stability and nature of group data (i.e., its
 
mean), a more realistic expectation was to set the sample
 
size to 40 groups or approximately 160 subjects. In spite
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of that, only 16 groups (about 61 subjects) were obtained
 
due to a shortage in the subject pool.
 
Threat to the Validity
 
The potential lack of motivation subjects had was a
 
significant threat to the validity of the study. Because
 
most subjects were students who volunteered to participate
 
on the basis of obtaining extra credit class points, the
 
motivation of really ''^being" in the conflict situation was
 
not true for all subjects. For example, even though
 
subjects were asked to get their point of view across, the
 
motivation for asserting themselves may not have been there.
 
While most subjects debated their issue and demonstrated
 
persuasive arguments, some were not actively participating
 
in the discussions. Some perceived the exercises as a game
 
and although they role played their positions, a few
 
participants stated that they wouldn't have taken the
 
position they were given in "real life," and so their
 
arguments were not as convincing as it would have been had
 
they strongly believed in their position. This leads me to
 
believe that some participant's true conflict management,
 
style was not demonstrated in their group exercises.
 
Admittedly, the external validity or "real-world"
 
validity of the study was a concern. The present study
 
provides useful information of conflict style in groups in a
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contrived "lab" situation, however, it does not take into
 
account the aspects of an everyday conflict situation, such
 
as in a work office, staff meeting, a union negotiation, and
 
ranks of group members, etc. However, the study
 
demonstrates how conflict is managed by observing how each
 
individual decides to handle or approach a conflict
 
situation in a group. For example, the issues were handled
 
differently. Some groups took a very collaborative
 
approach. In the cooperative groups, conflict was present
 
but at a minimum because participants took turns discussing
 
their positions, they waited to respond to a question when
 
the other member was finished, and participants voluntarily
 
asked each other for their opinions. On the contrary, the
 
non-cooperative group, was very argumentative. In these
 
groups, conflict was escalated because individuals spoke out
 
of turn, their tone of voice was accusatory, and the volume
 
of the conversation was significantly louder than that of a
 
cooperative group. The differences in the conflict present
 
between a cooperative and a non-cooperative group can be
 
translated in a real-work setting in terms of how groups
 
decide to manage the conflict, however, the present study
 
does not take into account many other extraneous variables
 
in a real-life setting (e.g., rank of each group member).
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At the very least/ it provides a starting point for
 
measuring conflict styles in a group.
 
Perhaps one of the biggest threats to the validity of the
 
present study was,the issue of typical versus situational
 
assessment. At the individual level, participants were
 
asked to respond to the items based on their experience in
 
general. However, during the group level sessions,
 
individuals were asked to respond based on the specific
 
situation of the conflict within the group.
 
Implications for Future Studies
 
One obvious implication from this study is the
 
importance of the sample size. In order to gather a better
 
understanding of the given relationships in this study
 
future studies should obtain a larger sample of the
 
population. Given that the effect size is not large, a goal
 
of at least 33 groups would produce an adequate level of
 
representation.
 
A major caveat to interpreting the results of the
 
present study is in the methodology. Future studies should
 
include a better definition of the hypotheses in terms of
 
individual level assessment of conflict management and group
 
level assessment. For example, as previously mentioned, the
 
issue of typical assessment versus situation-specific
 
assessment of conflict styles, When subjects were asked to
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assess .their personal conflict style, they were asked to ;
 
.think'in terms of their nsual approach in handling conflidt;. 
on a day to day basis, whereas .at the group level, they wene 
asked to think about the group they were in. From a 
methodological standpoint, perhaps the design could include , 
both a "typical" and a situation-specific assessment of 
conflict. style at and the group 
level. For example, at the individual level, subjects would 
be' asked the generalized questions ("In general, I am ■ , . 
concerned with satisfying everyone's wishes") along with 
situational items (When I'm in a major debate and it turne : 
into an intense argument, I api.concerned with satisfying^ 
everyone's wishes"). This way, we can be more certain that 
individuals are responding either as a result of their 
personality characteristics or to the influence of the 
situation.
 
Given the concern for maximizing internal validity, 
external validity of the present study was an issue. The . : 
combination of conducting a lab study and using college 
students, in general, presents researchers with several 
vulnerabilities, one being low external validity. For 
example, due to a possible lack of motivation that students 
as participants have in providing a true assessment of their 
conflict management styles in a group, one cannot be ■ 
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confident that the findings will generalize to other
 
samples. It is necessary now to conduct field research or
 
use work groups as subjects. The motivation for using
 
employees would be greater if presented as an assessment of
 
their interpersonal ability and conflict management style.
 
This would offer employees a developmental opportunity while
 
providing evidence of it's real world applicability. It
 
would also be useful for future research to examine the
 
extent to which these relationships generalize to different
 
work populations (e.g., managers versus administrative
 
employees).
 
CONCLUSION
 
In summary, the present study offers a method of
 
successfully measuring, group level conflict management
 
style. In the past, studies have extensively studied
 
conflict management style of individuals, but fall short of
 
extending such phenomena to the group. The present study
 
attempted to assess the transferability of the need for
 
dominance and conflict management,style relationship from
 
individual to group. Despite the limitations of the study
 
(mainly the limited sample size), we were able to
 
successfully develop a method of assessing the group's
 
conflict style and were able to learn several group
 
processes along the way. Furthermore, the present study
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assessed conflict style along two dimensions offered by
 
Thomas-Kilmann as the basis of their five highly measured
 
conflict styles. , Using the two dimensions of handling
 
conflict as a measure provides a unique approach in conflict
 
management research. Many researchers have theoretically
 
identified these two dimensions as the core of conflict
 
management styles, but have not empirically tested it into
 
their model as in the present study.
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 APPENDIX A - Survey for Individual Level Data
 
ManifestNeedsQuestionnaire(MNQ)
 
Instructions: Below are listed 20 stateirientsthat describe various tilings people do ortryto do in
 
various activities. Wewould liketo know which ofthese statements youfeel mostaccurately
 
describe your own behavior. Please circle the letter which best describes yoxur own actions. Circle
 
Afor"Always"AAfor"Almost Always,"Ufpr"Usually,"SOfor "Sometimes,"SEfor
 
"Seldom," for "AlmostNever,"andN for"Neyer." Remember; Tiiere are no rightor wrong
 
answers. Please answer all questions frankly. Your responses wiU beheld in strict confidence.
 
Always Almostalways Usually Sometimes Seldom AJiriost never Never
 
1. 	I do mybest work when myjob assignments are A AA U SO SE AN N
 
fairly difficult.
 
2. 	WhenI have a choice,Itry to workin a group A AA U SO SE AN N
 
instead ofby myself.
 
3. 	In my work assigmnents,I try to be myown A AA U SO SE AN N
 
■ boss. ,■ 
4. 	 1 seek an active role in the leadership of a A AA U SO SE AN N 
' group.
5. 	 J liy veiy hard to improve on my past A AA U SO SE AN N 
performance at work. 
6. 	 1pay a good deal of attention to the feelings of A AA U SO SE AN N 
others at work. 
7. 	 Igomy way at work, regardless of the opinions A AA U SO SE AN N 
of others. 
8. 	 Iavoid trying to influence those around me to A AA U SO SE AN N 
sec things my way. 
9. 	 Itake moderate risks and stick my neck out to A AA U SO SE AN N 
get ahead at work. 
10. Iprefer to do my work andlet others do theirs. A AA O SO SE AN N 
11. 1disregard mles and regulations that hamper A AA U SO SE AN N 
my personal freedom. 
12. Ifind myself organizing and directing the A AA U SO SE AN N 
activities of others. 
13. Itry to avoid any addedresponsibilities onmy A AA U SO SE AN N 
job. ■■ 
14. Iexpress my disagreements withothers openly. A AA U SO SE AN N 
15. 1consider myself a "teamplayer" at work. 
16. Istrive to gain more control over the events A AA U SO SE AN N 
around me at work. 
17. Itry to performbetter than my co-workers. A AA U SO SE AN N 
18. 	1 try my best to work alone on a job. A AA U SO SE AN N 
19. 1findmyself talking to those around me about A AA U SO SE AN N 
non-business relatedmatters 
20. Istrive to be "in command" whenIam working A AA U SO SE AN N 
in a group. 
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 JACKSON'S PRF - DOMINANCE
 
Iiistructions: Please respondto tbefollowing statements by circling if you believethe
 
statementis cbaracteristic Ofvon,orfalse if von believe the statementis not characteristic of you.
 
There are no rigbtor wrong answers. Please respond toeach statement as honestly and accurately
 
as possible. Your responses will be held in strict confidence.
 
1, I would like to be anexecutive with powerover others.
 
2, Ifeel uneasy whenihave to tell people wlmtto do.
 
3. The abihty to bealeaderys veryimportantto me,
 
4. I would ratherfollow than lead
 
5. In an argument,Ican usually win others over to my side.
 
6. I don'tlike to have the responsiMhtyfor directingthe workofOthers.
 
7. I am quite effective in getting others to agree with mc.
 
8. Iam often reluctantto egress myideaspubliclyforfear thatthey maybe
 
criticized.
 
9. Iflwereasalesman,Iwould probably convince mostpeople to buy whatI was
 
10. WhenIgosomewhere withanother person,I let her/him do mostOfthe talking.
 
11. 1 wouldlike to participate in makinglaws.
 
12. When peopleare arguing,Ikeep outofit.
 
13. I wouldlike to beajudge.
 
14. Iusually let others take the lead and go along with their ideas.
 
15. I would makea powerful military leader.
 
16. Iavoid positions ofdominance.
 
17. Ata party,!amthe one who usually organizesthe gamesand other activities.
 
18. When1don'tlike whatsomeone is doing,Itry to keep mycomplaints to myself;
 
19 Myfliendsthink ofmeas beingforceful.
 
20. Idon'tforce mydpimonsoh other people.
 
: "Vv ■ •. '5o'-'■;■ ■ ■" 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
True False 
Thomas-KiImann MODE Instrument
 
Instructions: Consider tbesituation in which you find your wishes differingfroiii those of
 
another person. How do yOu usually respond to such situations? Onthefollowing pages are
 
several pairs ofstatements describing possible behavioral responses. Foreach pair,please circle
 
the"A"or"B"statement which is mostcharacteristic ofyour own behavior. In either cases,
 
neither the"A"northe"B"statementmay be very typical ofyour behavior;but please select
 
the response which you Would be morelikely to use.
 
1. 	 A.There aretimes whenIlet
 
others take responsibilityfor
 
solvingthe problem.
 
2. 	 A.Itry tofind a compromise
 
solution.
 
3. 	 A.Iam usually firm inpursuing
 
my goals.
 
A.Itry tofmdacompromise
 
solution.
 
5. 	 A.Iconsistently seek the other's
 
help in working outa solution.
 
6. A.Itry to avoid creating
 
unpleasantnessfor myself.
 
7. 	 A.itry to postponethe issue imtil
 
I have hadsometimeto think it
 
■ ■ ■//■ 	 over. 
8. 	 A.Iam usually firminpursuing
 
my goals.
 
9. 	 A 1feel that differences are not
 
always worth worrying about.
 
10. 	 A.1am firminpursuing my
 
goals.
 
11: 	 A,Iattempt to get all concerns
 
and issues immediately out inthe
 
open.
 
B.Rather than negotiate the things we
 
disagree,Itryto stress those things upon
 
which weboth agree.
 
B.Iattemptto deal with all ofhis/her and
 
my concerns.
 
B.I mighttry to soothe the other's
 
feelings and preserve our relationship.
 
B;1sometimes sacrifice myown wishes
 
forthe wishesofthe other person.
 
B.Itry todo whatis necessary to avoid
 
uselesstension.
 
B.Itry to win my position.
 
B.Igive up some points inexchange for 
others. 
B.1attempt to get all concerns ^ clissues 
immediately out in the open: 
B.Imake some efibrt to get my way. 
B.Itry to finda compromise solutibnv 
B.Imight try to soothe other's feelings 
andpreserve the group's relationship. 
12, A. 1sometimes avoid taking B.1will let the other person have some Of 
positions which would create his/her positions if he/she lets me have 
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'controversy.'
 
13. 	A 1jpropose aimddle ground;
 
14. A.Itellthe other person Myideas
 
and ai^for his/hers.
 
15. 	A.Inii^ttry to soothethe
 
other'sfeelings and preserve our
 
relationship.
 
16. 	A.Itry notto hurtthe other^s
 
feelings.
 
17. 	A.Iam usuallyfinnin pursuing
 
my goals.
 
18. 	A.Ifit makesother people happy,
 
I mightletthem maintain their
 
views.
 
19. 	A.I attemptto got allcohcems
 
immediately outin the open.
 
20. 	A.1attemptto immediately work
 
through our differences.
 
21. 	A.In approaching negotiations,I
 
tryto be considerate Ofthe other
 
person's wishes.
 
22. 	A.Itry to find a position thatis
 
intermediate between his/hers and
 
mine.
 
23. 	A Iam very often concerned with
 
satisfying all our wishes.
 
24. 	A.Ifthe other's position seems
 
very importantto him/her,I
 
would try to meet his/her wishes.
 
25. 	A.Itry to show the other person
 
the logic and benefits ofmy
 
position.
 
26. 	A.Ipropose a middle ground.
 
27. 	A.Isometimesavoid taking
 
positions that would create
 
controversy.
 
28. 	A.Iam usuallyfirm in pursuing
 
some ofmine.
 
B.I pressto getmypoints made.
 
B.Itryto show the other person the logic
 
and benefits ofmyposition.
 
B.Itry to do whatis necessary to avoid
 
tensions.
 
B.Itry to convince the other person of
 
the merits ofmyposition.
 
B.Itryto do whatis necessary to avoid
 
useless tension.
 
B.I will let other people havesomeof
 
their position ifthey let me have someof
 
mine.
 
B.Itryto postpone the issue imtilI have
 
sometime to think it over.
 
B.1try tofind afair combination ofgains
 
and lossesfor both ofus.
 
B.Ialwayslean towarda direct
 
discussion ofthe problem.
 
B. 1 assert my wishes.
 
B.There are times whenIlet othersin
 
the group take responsibilityfor solving
 
the problem.
 
B.1try to getthe other person to settlefor
 
a compromise.
 
B.In approaching negotiations,Itryto be
 
considerate ofthe other person's wishes.
 
B.Iam nearly always concerned with
 
satisfying all our wishes.
 
B.Ifit makesthe other people happy,I
 
mightletthem maintain their views.
 
B.I usually seek the other's help in
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my goals. working outa solution.
 
29. A.I propose a middle ground. B.Ifeel that differences are notalways 
worth worrying about. 
30. A.Itry notto hurtthe other's 
feelings. 
B.Ialways share the problem with the 
other person so that wecan work it out. 
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APPENDIX B - Rater Packet
 
ConflictRatingForm
 
Please rate the current group on thefollowing:
 
Recallthe discussion between the group membersofdiis group. Please assessthe group based on
 
conflict. "Conflict Situations"are situations in which the concems oftwo[or more]people appear
 
to be incompatible. This incompatibilitycan range from low conflict(little degree oftension and
 
disagreement)to high conflict(high degree oftension and disagreement).Towhat degree was
 
conflict presentin the group?
 
low level of Mild to moderate High level of
 
conflict between conflict between conflict between
 
group members group members group members
 
Please rate the individual group members by their level ofassertiveness. Please be as honest
 
as possible(your responses are strictly confidential).
 
Assertiveness:the extentto which the individual attempts to satisfy his/her own concems.
 
Member A 
Unassertive Assertive 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1
 
MemberB
 
Unassertive Assertive
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
 
MemberC
 
Unassertive Assertive
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
 
MemberD
 
Unassertive Assertive
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
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 Please rate the individual group members by their level ofcooperativeness. Please be as
 
honestas possible(your responses are strictly confidential).
 
Cooperativeness: the extentto which the individual attempts to satisfy other persons'
 
concerns.
 
Member A
 
Uncooperative Cooperative
 
1 - 1 3 : 4 5 6
 
MemberB
 
Uncooperative Cooperative
 
1 1 3 4 5 6
 
MemberC
 
Uncooperative Cooperative 
1 2 3 4, ■ ■ ■ 5'', 6 
MemberD
 
Uncooperative Cooperative
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
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APPENDIX C - Survey for Group Level Data
 
Thomas-Kilmann - Revised for Group
 
Consider the situation in which the group may have differedfrom other groups in similar
 
situations. How did this group respond to the previous situations?
 
Onthefollowingpages are severd pairs ofstatements describing possible behavioral
 
responses. For each pair,please circle the"A"or"B"statementwhich is most characteristic
 
ofthe behaviors you havejust seen.
 
in some Casfes,neither the"A"northe"B"statement may be very typicalofthe behaviors of
 
the group;but please select the response which wasmostlike the group. Please do notleave
 
any statements blank. Please be as honest and accurate as possible.
 
1. 	 A.There weretimes when group
 
memberstook responsibility for
 
solving the problem.
 
2. 	A.In general,the group members
 
tried tofindacompromise solution.
 
3. 	A.In general,group members were
 
usually firm in pursuing their goals.
 
4. 	AIn general,group memberstried
 
tofind a compromise solution.
 
5. 	 A.In general,group members
 
consistently seeked the other's help
 
in worlgng outa solution,
 
6. 	A.In general,group memberstried
 
to avoid creating impleasantnessfor
 
tliemselvcs.
 
7. 	A.In general,group members tried
 
to postpone the issue until they had
 
some time to think it over.
 
8. 	A.In general,group members were
 
usually firm in pursuing their goals.
 
B.Ratherthan negotiate the things we
 
disagreed on,group members tried to
 
stress those things upon which we all
 
agreed.
 
B. In general,the group members
 
attempted to deal with all the concerns
 
including their own.
 
B.In general,group members tried to
 
soothe other's feelings andpreserve the
 
group's relationship.
 
B. In general,group members triedto
 
sacrifice theirown wishesfor the wishes
 
ofthe other person.
 
B.In general,group memberstriedto do
 
whatwas necessaryto avoid useless
 
tension.
 
B.In general,group members tried to
 
win their position.
 
B.In general,group members gave up
 
some pointsin exchangefor others.
 
B.In general,group membersattempted
 
to get all concernsand issues
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inmiediately outin the open.
 
A.It seemed as ifgroup members
 
felt that differenees were notalways
 
worth worrying about
 
9.	 A;In general,^ oup members were
 
firm in pursuing their goals.
 
10. A.In general,group members
 
attempted to get all epncems and
 
issues immediately outin the open.
 
11. A.In general,group members
 
would avoid taking positions which
 
would create controversy
 
12. A.In general,group members
 
proposed a middle ground.
 
13. A.In general,group memberstold
 
the group their ideas and askedfor
 
other members'ideas.
 
14. A.In general,group memberstried
 
to soothe other'sfeelings and
 
preserve the group's relationship.
 
15. A.In general,group memberstried
 
notto hurtthe other'sfeelings.
 
16. A.In general,group members were
 
firm m pursuing their goals.
 
17. A.In general,group members let
 
othersmaintain their viewsifit
 
made thenihappy.
 
18. A.In general,group members
 
attemptedto get all concerns and
 
issues ininiediateiy outin the open.
 
19 	A.In general,the^upmembers
 
attempted to immediately work
 
through their differences.
 
B Group members made some effort to
 
gettheirownway.
 
B.In general,group nienibers tried to
 
find a conipronnse solution.
 
B. In general,group members tried to
 
soothe other'sfeelings and preserve the
 
group'srelationship.
 
B;In generalj groupmembersletthe
 
Other person have someofhis/her
 
positions ifthey were able to have some
 
oftheirs.
 
B.In general,group members pressed to
 
gettheir points made.
 
B.In general,group members tried to
 
show the logic and benefits oftheir
 
position.
 
B.In general,group members tried to do
 
whatwas necessary to avoid tensions.
 
B.In general,groupmemberstried to
 
convince the others in the group ofthe
 
merits oftheir position.
 
B.In general,group members tried to do
 
whatwas necessar}^to avoid useless
 
tension.
 
B In general,group members letthe
 
other person have some ofhis/her
 
positions ifthey were able to have some
 
oftheirs.
 
B.In general,group members tried to
 
postpone the issue untilthey had some
 
time to think it over.
 
B.In general,the group memberstried
 
to find afair combination ofgains and
 
lossesfor everyone.
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20. A.In approaching negotiations,
 
group members tried to be
 
considerate ofthe other person's
 
wishes.
 
21. A.In general,group memberstried
 
to find the position that was
 
intermediate between theirs and the
 
groups.
 
22. A Group members were very often
 
concerned with satisfying
 
everyone's wishes.
 
23. A.In general,when a position
 
seemed veiy importantto one
 
member ofthe group,group
 
members would try to meet his/her
 
wishes.
 
24. A.In general,group members tried
 
to show thelogic and benefits of
 
their position.
 
25. A.In general,group members
 
proposeda middle ground.
 
26. A.In general,group members
 
would avoid taking positions which
 
would create controversy.
 
27. A.In general,group members were
 
firm in pursuing their goals.
 
28. A In general,group members
 
proposed a middle ground.
 
29. A.In general,group members tried
 
notto hurtthe other'sfeelings.
 
B.In general,group members always
 
leaned toward a direct discussion ofthe
 
problem.
 
B.In general,group members asserted
 
their wishes.
 
B.There were times when group
 
members let others in the group take
 
responsibilityfor solving the problem.
 
B.In general,group members tried to
 
get others in the group to settle for a
 
compromise.
 
B.In approaching negotiations, group
 
members tried to be considerate ofthe
 
other person's wishes.
 
B.In general,group members were
 
nearly always concerned with satisfying
 
everyone's wishes.
 
B.In general,group members let others
 
maintain their views ifit madethem
 
happy.
 
B.In general,group members usually
 
seeked other member's helpin working
 
outa solution.
 
B.In general,group membersfelt that
 
differences weren't always worth
 
worrying about.
 
B.In general,group members shared the
 
problem with other members so that
 
they can work it out.
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ConflictRatingForm
 
Please rate the current group on the following:
 
Recallthe discussion between the group members ofthis group. Please asseSs the group based on
 
conflict. "Conflict Situations"are situations in which the concems oftwo[or more]people appear
 
to be incompatible. This incompatibility can range from low conflict(little degree oftension and
 
disagreement)to high conflict(high degree oftension and disagreement).Towhatdegree was
 
conflict presentin the group?
 
Low level of Mild to moderate High level of
 
conflict between conflict between conflict between
 
group members group members group members
 
Please rate the individual group members by their level ofassertiveness. Please be as honest
 
as possible(your responses are strictly confidential).
 
Assertiveness:the extentto which the individual attempts to satisfy his/her own concerns.
 
MemberA 
Unassertive Assertive 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
MemberB
 
Unassertive Assertive
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
 
MemberC
 
Unassertive Assertive
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
 
MemberD
 
Unassertive Assertive
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
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 Please rate the individual group members bytheir level ofcooperativeness.Please be as
 
honest as possible(your responses are strictly confidential).
 
Cooperativeness; the extentto which the individual attempts to satisfy other persons'
 
concerns.
 
Member A
 
Uncooperative Cooperative
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
 
MemberB 
Uncooperative Cooperative 
2 ■3 ■4 , 5 61
 
Member C 
Uncooperative Cooperative 
1 2 ■,3' ■ ■ 4 5 6 
Member D 
Uncooperative Cooperative 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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AssertivenessDimensions
 
Person does notexpress
 
his/her needs and is more
 
concerned aboutthe needs
 
andfeelings ofothers in
 
the group.
 
Person is not concerned
 
aboutthe needs and
 
feelings ofothers in the
 
group. He/she does not
 
work cooperatively with
 
others.
 
Person expresses his/her
 
ideas to meet his/her
 
needs,but also considers
 
the needs ofothers in the
 
group when expressing
 
ideas.
 
4
 
COOPERATIVENESSDIMENSIONS
 
Person tries to gain approval
 
from others,but also
 
considers the needs of
 
him/herselfwhen expressing
 
ideas.
 
Person defends his/her rights and
 
personal space,pursue his/her own
 
needs,stands upfor own rights
 
and expresses,values,concerns,
 
and ideas to meet his/her needs.
 
Considersown needs before others.
 
Person constantly tries to get
 
approvalfrom others, works
 
cooperatively with others in
 
order to please them. He/she
 
considers the needs ofothers
 
before his or herown needs.
 
Yields to others point ofviews.
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GroupMemberSatisfactionSurvey
 
Think aijoutthe group you hadjust participated in. Please respondtothefollowing questions as
 
honestly as possible.
 
How satisfied are you withthe group discussion?
 
Not Slightly Satisfied Very Extremely
 
satisfied satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
 
3
 
How satisfied are you aboutthe decision(s)made bythe group?
 
Not Slightly Satisfied Very Extremely
 
satisfied satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
 
How skisfied are you with the group members?
 
Not I Slightly Satisfied Very Extremely
 
satisfied satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
 
How satisfied are you with your own contribution to the group's decision?
 
Not Slightly Satisfied Very Extremely
 
satisfied satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
 
Comments(optional):
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APPENDIX D - ConfliGt Scenarios
 
MembershipHasIt'sProblems: IstheCustomerAlwaysBight?
 
Thisis a stoiy oftwocompanies. Clean Life isa giantcorporation in the consumer products industry.
 
Place andPayton(P&P)isan advertising agency. They willbe getting their largest accountfrom Clean
 
Lifefor it's"Pure Innoceiit'' SoapProducts. Thisis probably the biggest accountthatP&P hasever
 
Obtained. The CEOofP&P has chosen Alex Alert,whom hefeels hasthe qualities this accountrequires.
 
Heis bright, he seemsto fittheimage ofthe company,and the accountseemsto be goingjustfine. That
 
is, until one day,the CEOofP&Preceives a phonecallfrom SamanthaSentinel. Samantha wasthe one
 
who gaveP&Pthe account in the first place and"she who giveth can also taketh away."
 
Samantha Sentinelis very activein thefeministcause; She was protesting outsideofthe Centennial Club,
 
an establishment that consists of100%males(they doh'teven let womeninfor lunch) Thisis where
 
very important contacts are madein your city. She wascarrying placardsandchantingfemimsts rights.
 
Whenshe wasthere,she saw Alex Alert. Heleftthe clubfromthe"membersonly"door. Shewas
 
outraged. She cannot workivith anyone whoisa memberofthis club. In fact,she refusesto work with
 
someone associated to tliis"type"ofmembership. Shouldthiscompany allow Alex the account? Explain
 
what vour group would do.
 
Asa group,you must diScusS this dilemma, Each member mustcontribute theirownarguments,butthe
 
group mustcomeup with a decision together. Please take5 minutesnow to read your positions. Then
 
mscuss/debate this with each other.
 
POSITIONt CusTomRRELATIONSManger
 
Thefollpwing statements describe your position. You mayor maynot agree with it. So,this will
 
require a bitofa"devil's advocate"role playing. However,pleasetryto argue your pointtothe
 
group. The descriptions below are for youto use. It willtakeabout5 mintitesto read this. You
 
will geta better idea ofwhat your position will be. Youcan usethe arguments below or addto it
 
as you wish. For example,ifyou've had a personalexperience or have dealt with a similar issue,
 
you can use yoiH ovwi examplesto defend your arguments. Defend it anywayyou can. Your
 
arguments are notlimited or censored in anyway.
 
• Youhavedie company's interest atheart.
 
• You feelthatin orderto be competitive,the customer is always right.
 
• Youknowthe GBOhasnever worked directlyin customer relations or with customer service,
 
so he doesn't understand whatis truly at stake here.
 
• You are veryexperienced with dealing with clients and are successful in havingthem come
 
back with their business.
 
• YoubelievethatwiththeGlients you havej you mustaccommodatethem evenifit means
 
creating a position or replacing Alex Alert in orderto makedie client happy.
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Other Reasons:
 
> You also feelthat Samantha Sentinelhasthe supportfrom hersuperiors andpeers at
 
CleanLife.
 
You willultimately losethe accountifyou donot meettheir expectations.
 
POSITION2: EqualOpportunityManager
 
The following statements describe your position. You mayor maynotagree with it. So,diis will
 
require a bit ofa"devil's advocate"role playing. However,pleasetryto argue your pointtothe
 
group. The descriptions below arefor youto use. Take about5 minutesto read this. You will get
 
a better idea ofwhat your position willbe. You can usethe arguments below or addto it as you
 
wish. For example,ifyou've hada personal experience or have deah with a similar issue, you can
 
use your own examplesto defend ypur arguments.Defend it anywayyou can. Your arguments
 
are not limited or censored in anyway.
 
• Youfeel that ifyou siay it's wrongto be in this club,whatwould happen ifyou weren't
 
allowedto be in your sorority or fraternity.
 
• You believe thatthey are settinga dangerous precedentbynot allowing Alex Alertto
 
determine whatorganization he should or should not belong to.
 
• You feelthatifthey don'tallow Alexto choose where he wantsto be a member of,willthey
 
then start dictating what movie you are allowedto seei, what magazines you are allowedto
 
read,or which friends you are allowedto associate with?
 
• You feelthatthere are other altemativestotake withouttaking Alex Alert offthis case. One
 
altemative would beto mvolve other members from Clean Lifeto see your pointofview.
 
Maybe you can gettiiemto understandthe importance ofthis accountand tiiat personal
 
mattersand opinions should not dictate its sticeess.
 
Other Reasons:
 
Bydiscussingthis issue with Samantha'ssuperiors, you maybe ableto getthemto
 
change Samantha's mind.
 
^ 	The corporate bottom line has some legal obligations. Thecustomer cannotalways be
 
right because whatifthe customer was uncomfortable vvilh minorities. We musthave
 
someone who servicesthe chent,butifthe reason for this is because ofthe client's
 
prejudice,for exanq)le,the client is prejudice ofwomen executives, African
 
Americas,orhomosexuals,then that is somethingweshould not respect either.
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ITiefoflowing stetememts describe your position. You mayorniaynotagree So,diis vsnll
 
require a bit ofa"devil's advocate''role playing, to argue yOUr pointtothe
 
group. Hie descriptions below are for yquto use. Take about5 minutesto read this. You willget
 
a better idea ofwhat your position will be. You can usethe arguments below or add to it as you
 
wish. For example,ifyou've had a personal experience or have dealt with a similar issue, you can
 
use your own examplesto defend your arguments.Defend it any way you can. Your arguments
 
are notlimited or censored in anyway.
 
•	Youhave been a member ofthis club for years.
 
• Yourfather, your grandfather,and your great grandfather were all prestigious membersoftliis
 
establishment.
 
•	You cannotquitsomething thathas been a part ofyou and partofyour tradition for so long.
 
•	You are being forcedto resign from the Centennial Club in orderto keep this account.
 
• You feel that it is notfair to evaluate your personal life. You nevertakethis into your
 
professional/business life witli the client. You've always been very objective and you've never
 
given any reason to be otherwise.
 
•	You also feel thatthey are not basingtheir evaluation ofyou on any professional(job related)
 
reasons.
 
Other Reasons:
 
> The Centennial Club is an old mid upstanding private club. TTiis establishment
 
actuallyhas contributed a great dealtothe community. Members havetaken a
 
proactive role in the city's developmentand has given substantial charitytothe city's
 
hospital.
 
> 	You feelthattheyhave every rightto choose whotheir members are. Whycan'tthey
 
havelheir own membershipjustlike other groups?
 
Position4:PublicRELATIONSOfficM
 
Hie following statements describe your position. You mayor maynot agree with it. So,this will
 
require a bit ofa"devil's advocate"role playing. However,pleasetryto argue your pointtothe
 
group. The descriptions below are for you to use. Take about5 minutesto read this. You will get
 
a better idea ofwhat your position will be. You can usethe arguments below or add to it as you
 
wish. For example,ifyou've had a personal experience or have dealt with a similar issue, you can
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use your own exaiuples to defend your arguments.Defend it any way you can, Ypur arguments
 
are not limited or censored in anyway.
 
You knowthatifyou take Alex Alert offthis account,he will go public. This will make a
 
statementin the long run^ BlIT,you alsothinkthatbynottaking him ofiPthis account will
 
affectthe companyin die long ifun because bfthe imagethat Alex holds.
 
You disagree with the generalizations being madediat beiiig a member ofIbe CenteimialClub
 
isthe sameas minoritygroups. Being a member ofa minoritygroup is not making a choice as
 
to whattypeofstatementthey make.
 
You feelthatthe agencyhasthe responsibility ofworking onthe client's business reflecting
 
their values and die client's values.
 
You behevediatthe Centennial Club does nottake minorities as members. Youfeeldiat
 
during thistime in our societyjdie corporation mustbe sensitivetothe rights ofother
 
individualsto belong,to participate,andto be involved.
 
Because Alex Alertis a member ofa club thatexcludes women and minorities, you donot
 
wantdiisto be reflective ofyour group.
 
You are sympatheticto Samantha's pointofview. You don't completely agree with her
 
approach,biit you understandthe potential for conflict.
 
■Other Reasons' ■ 
^ Because you and your company feel strongly against this, you think Alex shouldbe 
taken off this accoimt. 
The fact that your company willbe selling its products to women and Alex is 
unsympathetic to women, by virtue of what he does and says, then you believe by
weighing both sides, itmay be more costly to keep him cai this account. 
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YourEwejndtheEmbezzler; ToWhomDoYouOweYourLoyalties?
 
Yourcompany Clean Life hasjust recently discovered thatan employee managed to divert$150,000from
 
one accountinto another account. The money subsequently disappeared. Tins is embezzlementandthe
 
company does notknow who did it. Since this incident,employees are not given the same amountoftrust
 
and confidence asbefore.
 
At Clean Life, Steve and Jerry are very goodfriends. They've beenfriends since high school,they've
 
been"best man"ateach others weddingsand both wentinto this companytogether 10 years ago. Even
 
theirfamilies have grown to be very close. They've known each otherfor over20 years. One ofthe
 
reasons whythey both stayed at Clean Lifefor so many years wasbecause they hadthe chanceto work
 
together.
 
It has beentwo years since the embezzlement hasbeen discovered and there's been no sign offixrther
 
criminality in the computer system. Both Steve and Jerry were at Jerry's summer cabin(which Steve also
 
usesfrequently during offseasons). Jerry starts to get nostalgic and reminisces about old times. He
 
decides to look uptheir old high school yearbook. He pulls the yearbook offthe shelfand alongcomes
 
with it wasabunch ofcomputer printouts with account numbers,names,and Steve's handwriting.
 
Steve's notknown to use computers a lotso Jerry, with some suspicion, questioned what he was doing
 
with this. Jerry asked Steve ifhe was responsiblefor embezzling the company's moneytwo years ago.
 
Steve admits to it. Steve explains that he wasin big trouble financially and really needed the money. He
 
could have lost his house. He has notembezzled anymore since that onetime andthe insurance has
 
already covered the lost money. Explain whatyour group would do.
 
Asa group,you must discuss this dilemma. Each member mustcontribute their own arguments,butthe
 
group mustcome up with a decision together. Please take5 minutes now to read your positions. Then
 
dscuss/debate this with each other.
 
POSITION1: JerryTHEJOB
 
The following statements describe your position. You mayor maynot agree with it. So,this will
 
require a bit ofa"devil's advocate"role playing. However,pleasetryto argue your pointtothe
 
group. The descriptions below are for youto use. Take about5 minutesto read this. You will get
 
a better idea ofwhat your position will be. You can usethe arguments below or addto it as you
 
wish. For example,ifyou've had apersonalexperience or have dealt with a similar issue, you can
 
use your own examplesto defend your arguments. Defend itanywayyou can. Your arguments
 
are notlimited or censored in anyway.
 
• Your loyalties areto yoiu"job. You are angry and hurt by Steve's deception because you are
 
an employee ofClean Life also and becausethis companyhas always been goodtothe both of
 
you.
 
• Youfeelthat one should notmake a distinction betweenjust another co-worker orfriend. You
 
mustturn him in whether he's your fiiend or not. You believe it's the rightdiing to do.
 
You feelthat Steve has hurta lot ofpeople in this companybycausing mistrust in the
 
organization. Afterthe embezzlement,many managers and employees began distrusting each
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other. Everytransaction was questioned andthe atmosphere at Clean Life was notthe same as
 
■itusetO'be. • 
You believe that not only shouldhepayback the money, but he should also confess that he did 
it sothat tru^ can be re-establishedin this company. 
You feel that Steve needs to own up to this somehow. 
POSmON2: JERRY TJIl'. JUST 
The following statements describe your position. You may or may not agree with it. So, this will 
require a bit of a "devil's advocate" role playing. However, please try to argue your point to the 
group. The descriptions below are for you to use. Take about 5 minutes to readthis. You will get 
a better idea of what your position will be. You can use the arguments below or addto it as you 
wish. For example, if you'vehad a personal experience or have dealt with a similar issue, you can 
use your own examples to defend your arguments. Defendit any way you can. Your arguments 
are not limited or censored in anyway. 
•	 You would give Steve an ultimatum, either he tells the company that he was responsible for 
embezzling or you will tell the company everything. 
•	 You believe that to keep him from going to jail, you will do anything to help. Ifhe has to make 
restitution (payback the money) you are willing to lendhimmoney to avoid going to jail. But, 
you believe that the company should know eitlier way. 
•	 You think he's a thief and it hurts you to discover this. You don't believe that what he did was 
You have a duty and a loyalty to your company, but you also feel that you have a loyalty to 
your best friend which is why you present Steve with the ultimatum. 
POSiriON3: JERRY THE GENEROUS \ 
The following statements describe your position. You may or may not agree with it. So, this will 
require a bit of a "devil's advocate" role playing. However, please try to argue your point to the 
group. The descriptions below are for you to use. Take about 5 minutes to readthis. You will get 
a better idea ofwhat your position will be. You can use the arguments below or addto it as you 
wish. For example, if you've had a personal experience or have dealt with a similar issue, you can 
use your own examples to defend your arguments. Defendit any way you can. Your arguments 
are not limited or censored in anyway. 
•	 The love you have for your best friend is far greater tlian any money or anythinghe has done. 
You feel that the company does not own your friendship. 
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• You are loyalto your ftiend tiirougb andthrough. Whatare friends for?
 
• You feelthathe trusts you and you cannot betraythattrustnow.
 
• You can see yourselfin his position. You wouldn't wanthiinturning you in. You know how
 
sorry he is to do it because youknow Steve very well. He would never have done anything like
 
this unless something so severe pushed himto his limits.
 
• Youtruly believethathe regretsthis and this shame has been eating him up inside. Having his
 
bestfnend find outis bad enough for punishment.
 
• You can'timagine facing his wife(your dear friend)and his kids(your children grew up widi)
 
withthem knowingthat you were responsible forturning him in.
 
Position4: JerrytheGenuine
 
Thefollowing statements describe your position. You mayor maynot agree with it. So,this will
 
require a bitofa"devil's advocate"role plajdng. However,pleasetryto argue your pointtothe
 
group. The descriptions below are for youto use. Take about5 minutesto read this. You will get
 
a better idea ofwhat your position will be. Youcan usethe arguments below or addto it as you
 
wish. For example,ifyou've had a personal experience or have dealt with a similar issue, you can
 
use your own examplesto defend your arguments. Defend it anyway you can. Your arguments
 
are notlimited or censored in anyway.
 
• You believethat what Steve did was wrong. He deceived everyone including you. But,you
 
would nevertum your friend in.
 
• You feelthathe musttum himselfin. He should take the responsibility upon himself. Ifhe
 
doesn'ttum himselfin,his own guilt will haunthim. How can heface his wife and kids
 
knowingthat whathe did was not only illegal, but veryimmoral. "Thou shall not steal"is one
 
ofdie basiccommandments which he decidedto break.
 
• Does he wanthis kidsto follow his footsteps? You believe that you can convince himtotum
 
himselfin. Ifhe does not,you can onlyhopethat his guilt is strong because you,as one ofhis
 
closest friends,could nottum him in.
 
• Youdo notfeelthat it is righttotum in yom friend -it's stabbing him in the back. You don't
 
wantto see him in trouble,
 
• This is the friend who you've known for nearly halfyour life. How could you betrayhim?
 
• You also believe thathe should look for advice on this matter.
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APPENDIX E
 
Dimerisions,and/ the Five Styles
 
of Handling Conflict.
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APPENDIX G
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